THYREGOD TRV SIMPLY

Specifications
Model

2 row

4 row

6 row

8 row

Hydraulic folding

No

No

Yes

Yes

Transport width

3m

4 - 4.5 m

2.95 m

2.95 m

Row distance

From 70 - 90cm

Row steering

Optional

Section lift

Optional

Smooth discs

Optional

Traffic Lights

LED type optional

Standard
Equipment

Parallel linked cleaning sections
150mm wide parallelograms, with bearings
Steeples adjustable depth wheels on cleaning sections
Jagged discs for cleaning and hoeing
Sections prepared for section lift
Adjustable and spring loaded rakes
TRV Simply Video
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Jagged discs

Thyregod has developed interrow cultivator for several
years, and our machines are now working under many
different conditions in many countries.
Thyregod TRV is the market's most modern cultivator, which
among other things can be fitted with automatic row steering.

TRV Simply is equipped as standard
with jagged discs for cleaning and
ridging. The discs is adjusted very
easily in both height and angle, which
determines how aggressively the
discs throws soil and weeds.
The stabilizer discs on the outer
sections provides stability.
Rake kit
Adjustable rakes is standard on TRV
Simply. The rake section is divided
into 3 parts, each section can be individually adjusted for height and force.
The complete section is height adjustable and the middle harrow can
advantageously be removed when the
grow higher into the season.
Effective cleaning
When cleaning with moderate to high
speeds, the TRV Simply fitted with
jagged plates, will throw even large
weeds into the air, this helps to ensure efficient drying of the weeds.
Plates and speed can also be adjusted,
so that the soil is put more gently on
the ridges.

Strong bones
TRV Simply is built around a double
frame, the rear frame can be unlocked so
that it can freely move +/- 15cm to each
side.
TRV Simply can be equipped with hydraulic side shift and stabilization slices, if you
want a more solid and manual adjustment
of the rear frame.
Easy setup
The wide rubber depth wheel ensures a
uniform depth. The depth can be easily
adjusted with a spindle.
Due to the special profile of the wheel, it
is self-cleaning.
The individual sections are attached to
the rear frame, which detach easily and
enables fast conversion of row spacing.

Long season
At the end of the growing season the
TRV Simply can advantageously be
equipped with smooth discs. The smooth
discs are gentler on the potato leaves,
and also compresses the soil more on the
ridges.
Regardless of the plate is run with no adjustment of the plates quickly and easily.
Section lift
All cleaning sections are factory prepared for hydraulic lift. When selecting
section lift, the lifting is button operated.
This can be extended to be controlled
by an external GPS system.
The TRV by far has the market's biggest
ground clearance, this prevents damage
to crops when lifting in wedges.

